Announcements

Congratulations to Dr. Lisa Welling who was awarded Oakland University's "Outstanding Graduate Mentor Award." Wonderful work Lisa!

Dr. Todd Shackelford was appointed to serve on the Scientific Committee for the Congress on Evolutionary Psychology in Istanbul, Turkey.

Dr. Martha Escobar served in an NSF review panel for the HBCU-UP Implementation Track.

Dr. Andrea Kozak was appointed to the Education, Training, and Career Development Council for the Society of Behavioral Medicine.

Upcoming Events

Mar 7: Shelby Jane Seyburn Commemoration (12-1 PM). Lake Superior Room B.

Mar 9: Graduate Student Research Conference (8AM-2 PM). Oakland Center.

Mar 22: Research Colloquium (11-12 PM) Dr. Lakshmi Raman will speak to PSI CHI about her research. Gold Room B.

Mar 27: Lunch Bunch (12-1 PM). Dr. Scott Pickett and Jennifer Vrabel will speak about their research. Oakland Room, OC.
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